DATA DECISIONS CLOUD

Data Decisions Connected Platform
& Suite of Applications

With FICO and Equifax,
you can:
Leverage a suite of offerings
with unique data, advanced
analytics and cloud solutions that
provide deeply predictive insights
across risk, marketing & fraud.
Deploy a connected platform
experience for data and digital
decisioning in the cloud with
Equifax Ignite® and FICO Decision
Management Suite®.

TM

Partnering to Transform and Take Action on Critical Insights
FICO and Equifax are bringing together the world’s best data and
best digital decisioning. This broad and strategic alignment is
facilitating delivery of a new Data Decisions Cloud TM, an end-toend platform and suite of applications that addresses key data and
analytic needs across risk, marketing, and fraud. The joint offerings
enable financial institutions to meet the needs of consumers faster
and more precisely than ever.

A Big Shift Is Underway
There are three sea change events coming together and creating a perfect storm
in financial services and beyond:

Differentiate your business
by operationalizing the best
data with unparalleled predictive
analytics in a streamlined, cost
effective way.
There are several sea change events coming together and creating a perfect storm
in financial services and beyond. To start, it’s never been more important to innovate
and move quickly to meet the needs of today’s consumer and deliver a seamless
customer experience. With the continued explosion of data, it can be a real struggle
to get the most value from internal data, let alone unify data across internal, external
and unstructured data sources. To further complicate matters, Artificial Intelligence
(AI) is becoming pervasive, and without explainable AI that works in highly regulated
environments, it’s harder and harder to build highly predictive models that enable
you to differentiate and cost-effectively meet business and portfolio goals in the face
of aggressive competition.

Almost all organizations have invested in data and analytic capabilities and yet
many have not achieved their desired return on investment. Without an end-to-end
system it’s not possible to gain a centralized view of the customer experience and
strategic risk exposure, and yet often one department or line of business needs to
act now and can’t wait for full alignment to integrate multiple disparate data sources
and systems across the organization.
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A Connected Platform Experience for
Breakthrough Innovation

The Connected Platform enables you to make a longer
term bet on data and analytic capabilities that can positively
impact the entire organization across Marketing, Origination,
and Collections and Recovery.
For continuous innovation and customer learning, a
platform approach accelerates each of the four key Data
Decisions stages (shown above). This “learning loop”
creates competitive moat by allowing you to deeply
understand your customers and rapidly take action
in production.
More specifically, the Connected Platform empowers you
to make data-driven decisions in credit approval, marketing
strategy, merchant onboarding, and credit line increase—
all while gaining rich competitive insights for portfolio and
‘what if’ analysis. The platform empowers the business
user through a self-service platform but also encourages
collaboration across the entire team with leading data
science tools and an environment for rapid application
development.
Industry leading and deep Explainable AI (xAI) capabilities
are included so you can take advantage of the latest machine
learning and AI innovations and deploy predictive models and
smart automation even in highly regulated environments.
Cloud Applications for Key Workloads

So you can get started quickly, Equifax and FICO are
working to provide a suite of turnkey cloud application that
are powered by the platform. The first three offerings for the
partnership are:
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Pre-screen CentralTM, which gives small and mid-size
banks a cloud solution for the creation of targeted
campaigns using advanced prospecting techniques
complemented by predictive analytics and proven
campaign management tools to better segment, promote,
and acquire new customers.
AML ConnectTM that enables customers of all sizes to
satisfy their anti-money-laundering (AML) obligations
across the customer lifecycle. Covering know-yourcustomer (KYC) compliance as well as transaction
screening and monitoring, this solution ensures that you
can clearly understand your financial, regulatory and
reputation risk, and can manage it appropriately to meet
global compliance requirements.
Lastly, a solution for creation and sharing of predictive
elements across your portfolio provides real-time
access to raw and trended data. It supports the
rapid creation and deployment of new AI features,
and promotes data science collaboration across the
enterprise.
Working Together to Benefit Financial Institutions

FICO and Equifax are working together strategically to
provide you with the most comprehensive, innovative
end-to-end solutions for data and digital decisioning, and
for supporting cloud applications. Work is also underway
to streamline the experience for you to buy, deploy and
receive support on these offerings to leverage the best
possible solutions across your organization. Together,
you can pick and choose from the world best data and
analytic components to achieve breakthrough innovation
in a cost-effective way and differentiate your business.

For More Information, please visit
www.datadecisionscloud.com
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